
FADE IN:

EXT. MOJAVE DESERT - DAY   1 1

Intense waves of heat rise from the desert's horizon. A 
vehicle moves from the horizon into full view. It's a black 
sidecar motorcycle, no rider, no passenger.  The motorcycle 
swerves to avoid a rattlesnake in the road.  A sudden 
downpour floods the road.  The motorcycle continues on its 
way, without getting wet.

WEATHERMAN (V.O.)
Breaking weather news. 
Climate disruption again.  The 
Atacama Desert in South America is 
experiencing its first rainfall 
ever in human history! A place 
where drought is so severe a man's 
hair and beard can quickly dry up 
and fall off.
We'll be back at six with a panel 
of climate specialists who will 
discuss the significance of this 
weather event.

EXT. WATERMAN MANSION TIBURON, CA - DAY2 2

The Watermans' palatial mansion stands at the top of the 
highest hill in Tiburon.  Rain POUNDS hard on the roof and 
windows of the mansion.

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY3 3

Framed photos chronicle a wealthy couple's many years 
together: the elegant wedding; the honeymooners skiing and 
sunbathing; formal dress charity balls. Photos of famous 
people, with personalized greetings to SETH WATERMAN. 
Pictures of Seth's possessions, the private jet plane, the 
luxury yacht.

In every picture, ELVIRA WATERMAN, a stunning "perfect 10," 
never smiles. Seth's arm always grips her shoulder. 



INT.  KITCHEN - DAY

Rain continues to POUND on the windows and roof.  

Elvira, 50, wears a loose shirt and baggy jeans covered by a 
grease-spotted grey apron. Strands of flaming red hair fall 
from her topknot and sea-green doe eyes hint of a gorgeous 
beauty hidden beneath, but her slumped shoulders reveal a sad 
beaten woman.

As she sweeps bits of a glass into the dustpan, she mumbles 
as if drunk and wipes the sweat from her brow.   She is 
visibly nervous, bites her bottom lip. 

Elvira cringes at the DEEP-THROATED GROAN of Seth's 1997 
Dodge Viper GTS as it enters the garage.

INT. DINING ROOM - DAY4 4

Table elegantly set for 3 people.  JOAN, the maid, places the 
finishing touches on the table.

ELVIRA
I'm going upstairs now, Joan.  
Everything's ready.  You know what 
to do.

JOAN        
I wish you'd...       

ELVIRA
I can't.  You know I can't.

Just as Seth enters the house, Elvira hurries up the stairs 
to the bedroom.

Seth, 55, is a dazzler; expensively dressed, impeccably 
groomed, Hollywood handsome; mean-looking.

Seth examines the details of the set table.  He moves one 
fork one-eighth inch to the left, moves a water glass one-
quarter inch up. Nods his approval of the table to Joan.

INT.  BEDROOM HALL - DAY 5 5

Seth races up the stairs to the bedroom, POUNDS on the locked 
bedroom door; kicks it.

SETH
Fuck!  In.  I want in!
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SETH (CONT'D)
Open the damn door or I get a 
sledgehammer. I don't have time to 
waste on you. My guests will be 
here soon.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY6 6

Elvira, head down, unlocks the door and backs away. Seth 
shoves the door open. Elvira turns to run towards the 
bathroom.  Like an animal in heat, Seth catches Elvira and 
pulls her to the floor.

Elvira's head hits the bedpost.  Seth turns her on her 
stomach, pulls down her jeans, unzips his pants and rapes his 
wife.  She stares up at the ceiling, motionless.

Seth turns Elvira on her back and grips her blood-soaked 
face.

He forces her face to his.

SETH
I own you. Till death do us part, 
remember? Stay here till our guests 
leave.  I want more.

Finished, he stands up, kicks Elvira, tucks in his shirt, 
zips up his pants, checks the mirror, smooths his hair and 
SLAMS the door as he leaves.

Elvira crawls into the bathroom.  She painfully strips off 
her clothes, turns on the shower.  As she steps into the 
shower, her backside reveals old and new bruises.

INT. DINING ROOM - DAY7 7

Seth's visitors are mirror-images of him, each impeccably 
dressed; each exudes an air of self-importance.  Seth takes 
his place at the head of the table.

SETH
Gentlemen, we now have our people 
in place in every desert and major 
city in the world.  A toast.
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INT. DINING ROOM - DAY (CONTINUED)8 8

MAN #1
The Atacama Desert made the news 
today.

MAN #2
The media fools are clueless.

SETH
Perfect. They're playing right into 
our hands.

MAN#2
(laughs heartily)

Confusion is the name of the game.

The conversation continues in muted tones.  The men ignore 
Joan as she serves the food.

EXT. BEDROOM - DAY  9 9

SETH
(calling to guests taking 
leave downstairs)

See you next week.  I'll have the 
count by then.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY10 10

Seth  returns to the bedroom.  Elvira is showered and dressed 
in a plain, white cotton nightgown.

Seth opens the dresser drawer, pulls out a black negligee, 
and throws it on the bed.

SETH
Put it on.  Get on the bed.

Elvira obeys. The black gown is half on, half off, before he 
takes her again, this time gently and lovingly. 

ELVIRA
(weeping)

What do you want from me?  I don't 
know whether you love me or hate 
me, or both.  What do you want?

Seth doesn't answer.  He comes, rolls over and falls asleep.
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INT. BEDROOM - DAY11 11

Elvira hears the garage door open and close.  She breathes a 
deep sigh of relief.  Standing in front of the vanity 
dresser, she lowers herself painfully onto the bench, stares 
at herself in the vanity mirror.  Touches the bruises on her 
shoulders.

Suddenly Elvira sits straight up and talks to her reflection 
in the mirror.

ELVIRA
(shouts and sobs)
Never again.  Never. Never. Never

Elvira picks up a hairbrush, throws it at the mirror.  The 
glass shatters.

Elvira fumbles in her purse and pulls out a crumbled paper.  
She dials the phone number.

GUS (V.O.)
GUS here.  Glad to finally hear 
from you.  I’ll come by at 10 
tomorrow morning. We’ll talk.

ELVIRA
 Got to get out before he kills me.

EXT. MANSION - DAY12 12

Gus has the stoic sun-glassed look of an FBI agent, unmovable 
as a mountain. Muscular, fit, buttoned-up, tie and suit.  He 
is cautious.  Looks around before he rings the doorbell.  

INT. FOYER - DAY13 13

Elvira opens the door.  She greets Gus with an extended hand 
and a nervous smile, eyes cast downward.

ELVIRA
Good to meet you in person, 
Mr. Brown. Come in. 

GUS
Gus.  Call me Gus. 

EXT. BACKYARD PATIO - DAY14 14

Elvira leads Gus through the kitchen to the backyard patio.  
Table set for two. Waits for him to sit before she sits.
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ELVIRA
I have to admit, Gus, I'm really 
nervous.

GUS
Let’s get on with it then. My 
agency knows that Seth has meetings 
here with unidentified men.  Have 
you ever overheard them?

ELVIRA
No.  I stay upstairs. I'm not 
allowed to ask Seth any questions.  
I just prepare lunch and go up. 
Joan serves them.

JOAN hears her name and joins Elvira and Gus on the patio. 
Elvira invites Joan to sit.

JOAN
I overheard Seth and the men.  
Something about flooding deserts 
and cities and taking control.

GUS
Sounds like they don't know you 
exist, Joan. Invisible.  Excellent.  
You can feed Elvira critical 
information.

ELVIRA
I'm doing it. Joan.  I'm leaving 
him.  

JOAN
It's about time you left that 
monster.  Where will you go? 

GUS
Don't worry.  She's with us.

JOAN
Who's us?

GUS
(laughs)
I guess that does beg the question. 
"Us" is the government.  I'm an FBI 
agent.  

JOAN
Oh.  Well, that explains 
everything. Not.
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ELVIRA
It's my way out, Joan.  Mr. Brown, 
Gus, I mean, got in touch a few 
months ago.  I wasn't ready then. I 
am now.

Gus hands Elvira a pendant of black tourmaline and smoky 
quartz. 

GUS
There's a tracker in the pendant, 
so we know where you are at all 
times.  Just don't take it off.   

Elvira's hands shake as she puts on the pendant.

ELVIRA
  When will I hear from you?

GUS
Soon. I promise.  

INT. FOYER - DAY15 15

Elvira walks Gus to the door.  After he leaves, she secures 
the door with the double-lock and chain. Her back against the 
door, she hugs herself and, as if to break the chains that 
bind her, she strips naked.

ELVIRA
Free! I'm almost free!

Suddenly, hand to heart, fearful, Elvira collapses against 
the door, slides to the floor and curls into a fetal 
position, laments with DEEP, MOURNFUL WAILS.   

ELVIRA (CONT’D)
(whispers)

Free. Is it really possible?  
Really?

INT. KITCHEN - DAY16 16

Next morning, Elvira washes the breakfast dishes.  Freshly 
dressed in slim jeans and white T-shirt with the gray apron 
tied at her waist, she dances to Latin music as she loads the 
dishwasher.  The DOORBELL RINGS.

She stops dancing.  Bites her lip. She hesitates to answer.  
For a moment she freezes in place.  
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She peers through the door's peephole.  No one in sight, she 
cautiously opens the door.

EXT. MANSION CURBSIDE - DAY17 17

Elvira is perplexed by what she sees. At the curb, supported 
by its kickstand, stands a brand new black Ural Gear Up 
Sahara Sidecar Motorcycle.. The bike is wrapped with a huge 
red bow and a sign that reads “For Elvira.”

Elvira examines the bike front to back.  A folder on the seat 
of the Sidecar is marked:" How to ride the Sidecar 
Motorcycle."  A lime-green helmet sits on top of the folder.  
Baffled and curious, she reads aloud: 

ELVIRA
1.  Get on the bike.

(slow motion) She gets on.

2.  Put on the helmet and press the 
MIC button.

(slow motion) Puts on the helmet, red hair against the lime 
green. Presses the mic button.

3.  Tell the bike where you want to 
go.  Speak into the mic and say, 
"OK bike. Take me to (fill in the 
blank). 

Elvira giggles nervously.
OK bike.  Take me around the 
neighborhood.  Really?

4.  Press the DRIVERLESS  button, 
hold onto the handlebars and off 
you go!

Elvira hesitates, then pushes the button to the left of the 
speedometer, the one with a big D on it.  The motorcycle 
PURRS and HUMS and gently rides Elvira around the 
neighborhood.  Elvira's giggles turn to gleeful laughter. The 
bike returns her home.  She reads aloud: 

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
5.  Trust your bike to keep you 
safe and take you where you want to 
go.  
OK, I'll try.

Unsteady at first, she quickly gains confidence and takes 
another ride around her neighborhood.  
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The motorcycle runs as if it had a mind of its own. She rides 
up to the gate, waves to the guard with a thumbs up and heads 
for the freeway.

EXT. HIGHWAY 101 NORTH - DAY18 18

Elvira rides the bike on the freeway effortlessly.  As she 
drives with one hand on the handlebar, she loosens the gray 
apron with her free hand and tosses it.  The wind carries it 
away.

EXT.  MANSION BACKYARD - DAY19 19

Elvira returns home and hides the bike in the garden shed.

She phones Gus.

ELVIRA
Gus. Someone left me a magical 
gift, a motorcycle that drives 
itself.  Was it you?

GUS
The Agency I work for wanted you to 
have it. Do you like it?

ELVIRA
Like it?     Are you kidding? I 
love it!  Never in a million years 
did I think I'd be riding a 
motorcycle. I rode as if I'd been 
doing it all my life. Still don't 
believe it's mine.  But why?

GUS
(secretively)

I can’t say, yet. For now, know 
that your motorcycle is your new 
best friend and The Sidecar holds 
the key to a successful mission.  
We'll talk again soon.

EXT.  MANSION BACKYARD - DAY 20 20

Elvira beams with excitement as she picks a bouquet of 
flowers for the dining table.  Her phone rings, startling 
her. She doesn't answer. Rings again.  Her joy stops cold 
when the phone rings for a third time.
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SETH (V.O.)
What are you up to?  I tried 
calling twice and you didn’t 
answer. Are you avoiding me?

ELVIRA
No, not avoiding you.  I’m in the 
garden.
Forgot my phone in the kitchen. 
Will you be home for dinner?

SETH
Going on a business trip. Back in a 
week.

Elvira disconnects without saying goodbye. Touches her 
pendant and smiles.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY 21 21

Elvira places a motorcycle travel bag on her bed.  She reads 
a packing list from “The Biker's Handbook,” aloud:

ELVIRA
(points to each item laid 
out on bed)

Helmet, Jacket. Deerskin gloves, 
Frye Boots. Tank bag, Rain gear. 
Eye protection, sneakers, hoody,
T-shirts, lots of socks, underwear.  
Hats for cold nights. 
Three pairs of jeans. Whoa, this is 
more than I ever packed for month-
long cruises.  

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
(talking to herself in the 
mirror, touching pendant)

What am I doing?  I don't know what 
I'm doing.  I'm packing like I know 
what I'm doing.   I do, I don't, I 
do.  Getting free... that's what 
I'm doing. Escaping.   I'm 
scared... but it's a good scared.  
A different scared. Jittery, 
excited scared.  Not terrified, 
like I am with Seth.
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EXT. MANSION - DAY22 22

Dressed in lime-green and peacock-blue leathers, Elvira pulls 
the Sidecar Motorcycle out of the garden shed, ties her bag 
to the luggage rack, mounts the bike, presses the D button 
and rides onto the street. 

ELVIRA
OK Bike.  Take me to The Tiburon 
Coffee Shop.

At the gate, Elvira looks back at the mansion, flips her 
absent husband the finger, and rides off.

She doesn't notice the car that follows her out.

INT. UPSCALE COFFEE HOUSE TIBURON-DAY 23 23

Elvira strides into the coffeehouse. CAFE OWNER greets her.

CAFE OWNER
Haven't seen you in awhile.  You 
look different.  Whatcha done to 
yourself?

Elvira smiles and ignores the question.  She sits at a window 
table, keeps an eye on the motorcycle. MARKO, 35ish, dark-
complexioned, deep-set blue eyes, long black hair, sexy 
waiter, approaches.

MARKO 
Wow, lady. Is that yours?

ELVIRA
Yep.  I named her Vi.

MARKO
Named after someone?

ELVIRA
A gal I'm getting to know.

MARKO 
I'm Marko. I’ll be your waiter 
today.

ELVIRA
Thanks, Marko . I’m Elvira.  I'd 
like a club sandwich with lots of 
mayo.  And black coffee.

Marko puts in the order and goes into the stockroom, makes a 
call.
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MARKO
She's here.  What do you want me to 
do?  

Marko listens, nods affirmation to his instructions, leaves 
stockroom and picks up Elvira's order.  Brings her food to 
the table.

MARKO (CONT'D)
Hope I'm not being too forward.  
I need a ride into San Francisco 
after work.  Any chance I can hitch 
a ride in your Sidecar?

Elvira touches the pendant.  

ELVIRA
Not sure.  Let me give it some 
thought.

Elvira calls Gus. No answer.  She twists her pendant. She 
waits a minute and calls again. Gus answers.

 

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
 Hi.  At my favorite local cafe, 
looking out the window at my gift. 
Still can’t believe it’s mine.

GUS (V.O.)
Believe it. Did you find the 
envelope I left?

ELVIRA
No, was I supposed to?

GUS
You couldn’t know till I told you. 
Go look.

ELVIRA
OK.  By the way, I named my bike.  
Vi.  Like it?

GUS
Yep. Suits her fine. Are you 
wearing the pendant?

ELVIRA
(slowly, dramatically)
Sure am. Fe,Vi, fo, fum, I smell 
the blood of a Watermun.  

(MORE)
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Whoa, where'd that come from! 
Weird.  Funny, kinda. Kinda 
weird.

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
(cupping her phone for privacy)
Gus, the waiter here asked for a 
ride to San Francisco.  I don't 
know what to do. 

GUS
Time to trust your instincts.  What 
does your gut tell you?

ELVIRA
He seems nice enough.  Kinda 
harmless, I'd say. Kinda cute.  
Guess I'll go find that envelope 
you left me.

INT/EXT/INT UPSCALE COFFEE HOUSE -DAY24 24

Leaves her helmet on the table, hurries out to her motorcycle 
and finds a large envelope on the Sidecar seat.

The name on the envelope in large letters ELVIRA

Walks back to her table and opens the flap. Finds a burner 
phone, plugs in earphones and listens. 

MALE VOICE (V.O.)
Hello, Elvira.  I represent 
Homeland Security. By now you’ve 
met our agent, and, by the way, how 
do you like your motorcycle? It’s a 
beauty, isn’t it? Just like you!

Pushes her hair behind an ear, blushes at the unexpected 
compliment.

MALE VOICE (CONT'D) (V.O.)
I’ll get straight to the point.
We're certain your husband is the 
head of a power-hungry, 
international group that seeks to 
control the world's water 
resources. 

Listening intently, Elvira winces and shudders. She slumps 
down, as if to hide. Reaches for her pendant.

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
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MALE VOICE (V.O.)
We know Seth's plan comes as a 
surprise, but we really need your 
help.

You'll take a road trip down to the 
Mojave Desert where you'll meet 
with our team. Your route and the 
road map are in this envelope. 

If you decide not to take the trip, 
you can still keep the bike.
If you decide to help, we'll be 
with you the whole way, even if you 
can’t see us. 

Your first stop is Sausalito, at 
the fortune teller's shop on 
Princess Lane. There you'll meet 
DUKKER, who is the head of the 
ROAMERS. He'll give you your next 
instructions. Good Luck.

ELVIRA
But... Wait. Oh. No. 

INT/EXT. COFFEEHOUSE - DAY25 25

Marko keeps an eye on Elvira as she leaves the cafe.

Elvira plucks a flower from a flower bed, sits on the bike, 
and pulls at the petals, one at a time.

ELVIRA
I'm scared, I'm not scared. I can   
do it.  I can't do it. I can do it. 
I don't know. Just don't know.

All the petals gone, she tosses the flower stem. 

A muscular, sinister-looking young man, BUTCH, struts around 
the bike, looks Elvira up and down.

BUTCH
You alone, lady?

ELVIRA 
No, my friend will be out here any 
minute.
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BUTCH
Really?  Lucky guy.  Mind if I wait 
with you?  Beautiful lady like you 
with a beautiful bike.  Tempting.

Through the window, Marko sees the threat to Elvira.  Rushes 
out. Gets up in Butch's face.

MARKO
Looks to me like you're bothering 
one of our customers.  That so, 
Elvira?

ELVIRA 
Feels that way, Marko.

BUTCH
Aww, just wanted to see if I could 
hitch a ride to San Francisco.

MARKO
She's waiting for me. 

ELVIRA
Right.  Waiting for you.

Butch throws a punch in the air, directed at Marko, then 
leaves.

EXT./INT. MANSION - DAY26 26

Seth pulls up to the curb and calls out as he opens the door 
to the mansion.  

SETH 
Elvira. I'm home early and I'm 
horny.  Where are you?  Elvira?  
Damn it, where are you!

Seth searches from room to room and discovers the house is 
empty. Elvira is gone. Joan is gone  No note.  Gone. He 
angrily tears around the house, upturns furniture, smashes a 
mirror in the foyer. Seth searches the grounds.

Elvira's car is in the driveway. There are motorcycle tracks 
in the mud.

SETH (CONT'D)
      (raging)

That bitch. That piece of shit. 
She's got herself a boyfriend with 
a bike.  

(MORE)
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Thinks she can get away from me. 
I'll annihilate both of them.

EXT. HIGHWAY 101 SOUTH - DAY27 27

Heads turn when drivers catch a glimpse of Elvira and Marko. 
Some drivers hit their brakes, causing near-accidents. She 
laughs as she winds her way from the highway exit down 
through Sausalito to the main drag.  Tourists crowd the main  
street, and several turn from window shopping to stare at 
Elvira and her Sidecar passenger.

EXT. FORTUNE TELLER’S STOREFRONT SAUSALITO - DAY28 28

Parks in front of the fortune teller's shop, feeds the meter.

ELVIRA
(to Marko)
I won't be long.

INT. FORTUNE TELLER'S SHOP - DAY29 29

Elvira steps inside. It’s quiet. There’s a small round table 
with fringed tablecloth and a fortune-telling ball in the 
middle of the table. But no Dukker.

Something’s wrong. She clutches her pendant.  She turns to 
leave, just as an older, wizardly-looking man with a 
handlebar moustache appears from behind the curtains. DUKKER 
is exotic in appearance, similar to Marko, dark-complexioned, 
deep-set blue eyes, long silver hair.

DUKKER
Sit, please.  You are Elvira, yes?

Elvira nods.

DUKKER (CONT’D)
I am Dukker, leader of the American 
Roamers.

ELVIRA
Who are the Roamers? I never heard 
of them. Why did Gus send me to 
you?

DUKKER
All in good time, dear.  All in 
good time.

SETH (CONT'D)
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ELVIRA
Don't "dear" me.  What's this 
about?

DUKKER
Sorry. Don't mean to be 
patronizing. Rather a term of 
endearment.

ELVIRA
Then, don't "endear" me.

DUKKER
The Roamers are an international 
family of nomads. I am the head of 
the American clan.  We know how to 
survive in an unfriendly world.

Dukker takes a set of papers out of a leather case.

DUKKER (CONT'D)
Gus knows we can teach you how to 
be strong. How to overcome.  How to 
be invisible.  How to be fierce.  
Want to be fierce?

Elvira leans forward.  Nods.  No longer ambivalent, she takes 
the papers from Dukker. 

ELVIRA
Can I assume these papers have my 
next instructions?

DUKKER
They do.  First, tho, you must meet 
Gus in San Francisco at the 
Rotunda.

Dukker smiles in a fatherly way and extends his hand.

DUKKER (CONT'D)
Your first lesson, a strong 
handshake.  Try.

Dukker's man-sized hand overpowers her handshake even though 
she makes an effort to match his strength. She winces.

DUKKER (CONT'D)
You have small hands, so most 
people, especially men, can 
overcome you with a "friendly" 
handshake.  Here's what to do.
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Dukker shows Elvira how to take down a person much larger 
than herself by knowing, while shaking hands, where to place 
her index finger on his hand, near the knuckle of his index 
finger and pressing hard. She tries the move and Dukker 
almost falls to the floor.

ELVIRA
(laughs)
Can't wait till my next lesson.  

Elvira gathers her helmet and keys, turns to say goodbye. 
Dukker is gone.

EXT. FORTUNE TELLER'S SHOP - DAY31 31

As she exits the shop, she sees a man bending over her bike.  
Marko is not in the Sidecar and isn't nearby.

GEORGE
Are you heading South?

ELVIRA
Who wants to know?

GEORGE
(Extends a hand)  Hello, I’m GEORGE 
WENTWORTH, JR..  Looking to catch a 
ride.  I’d be ever so grateful.

Elvira shakes his hand and almost uses the index finger 
defense move. Spots a bus going to San Francisco.

ELVIRA
George Wentworth, Jr. huh? Why 
not take that bus?

GEORGE
'Cause riding in your Sidecar would 
be a lot more fun.

Marko reappears.  He presents Elvira with a yellow rose. 

GEORGE (CONT'D)
I guess that's my signal to say 
goodbye.  Looks like you already 
have a boyfriend.

ELVIRA
Thought you wanted a ride.  Didn't 
know you were looking for a 
girlfriend.
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GEORGE
Perhaps we will meet again, 
somewhere, sometime.

George hops on the bus.

ELVIRA
Thanks for the flower.  Thought you 
were gone.  Let's go. 

MARKO
Where to?

ELVIRA
Dukker says we are to meet with Gus 
at The Palace of Fine Arts.

Elvira dials up Gus.

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
Gus, it's happening again.  Another 
man I don't know shows up.  First, 
you.  Then, Marko.  Then Dukker.  
Now this guy, George shows up out 
of nowhere and wants a ride. What's 
going on?

GUS (V.O.)
It'll all work out. I'll check him 
out. Didja get his last name?  

ELVIRA
Yes. Wentworth, Jr. Probably not 
important.  Just a fluke.  I'm a 
little nervous, not knowing what's 
next.

The sun begins to set over the San Francisco skyline.

With boyish enthusiasm, Marko entices Elvira to relax.

MARKO
Hey, let's go across the street. I 
wanna watch that gorgeous sunset 
with you.  

EXT. SAUSALITO -VISTA POINT BY THE BAY - SUNSET33 33

Waves splash against the shore rocks. Sailboats, power boats, 
freighters, tugboats, some head out to the Pacific Ocean, 
others come into the Bay.  
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Elvira and Marko sit on a bench precipitously overlooking the 
rocks and boulders of Sausalito's shoreline. 

ELVIRA
Take a whiff. Don’t think I’ll eat 
fish tonight.

MARKO
Once the stink is on you, it’s hard 
to get off.

ELVIRA
Are we talking fish, skunk or 
people?

Elvira and Marko watch as the sun goes down and the lights of 
San Francisco come up.  

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
I love the skyline.  Same view as 
from my home.  But from here, no 
rape and beatings to go with it.

MARKO
Oh my god, Elvira.  I am so sorry.

ELVIRA
Putting it all behind me.  Got to 
wipe away the ugliness.

Marko reaches to smooth Elvira's hair in a clumsy way to show 
he cares. Elvira mistakes his reach as a move to push her off 
the bench and into the rocks below.  She panics and runs back 
across the street to her motorcycle.

Marko runs after her, catches her by the arm and pleads.

MARKO
I...I'm supposed to protect you. 
Instead, you're afraid of me.  
Please, Dukker will shame me if I 
don't do this right.

ELVIRA
Dukker?  What's Dukker got to do 
with anything?  Do what right?

MARKO
You don't see the resemblance?  

ELVIRA
OK.  I get it.  Dukker and you are 
related.  Right?  But why should I 
trust either of you?
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MARKO
I know trust needs to be earned.
Let me ride along with you. 
I'll protect you from your husband.

ELVIRA
That's an irresistible offer.  But 
I have to meet someone in San 
Francisco.

MARKO
I know.  Gus, right?  He's the 
reason we're together.

Elvira motions for Marko to get in the Sidecar.

EXT. HIGHWAY 101 SOUTH - DAY34 34

Elvira crosses the Golden Gate Bridge, hugging the right 
lane, going less than the legal speed limit. Tourists on the 
walkway of the Bridge wave, shout to them, give thumbs up 
signs. Elvira and Marko wave back, as if in a parade.

Suddenly a biker club of 30+ members, who wear club colors of 
yellow and red, whiz past them in the left lane, making 
threatening ZOOM, ZOOM noises.

Elvira puts on her left directional signal and moves into the 
left lane, directly behind the last of the gang. The bikers 
leave the bridge and head off to the exit on the right.

She rides past the tollbooths and drives left, down to the 
Marina and parks near The Palace of Fine Arts Rotunda.

EXT. SAN FRANCISCO PALACE OF FINE ARTS ROTUNDA - DAY35 35

A couple is having their wedding pictures taken under the 
Rotunda. Swans swim in the Lagoon.  A peaceful scene.

Elvira and Marko wait for the wedding couple to move on. 
After the final wedding kiss shot, the couple leaves. Elvira 
and Marko walk to the middle of the Rotunda.  Gus joins them.

GUS
How 'bout some lunch from the food 
truck?  It's coming soon.

Elvira, Marko and Gus move out of the Rotunda and sit at a 
nearby picnic table.
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EXT. PICNIC TABLE - DAY36 36

A food truck parks nearby and rings a bell to signal its 
arrival.

People in the park gather at the window to give their orders. 
In tandem, and without words, Elvira and Marko get up from 
the picnic table.

ELVIRA
Why don’t I go get the food. What 
do you guys want?

GUS
How ‘bout we share some ribs and 
chicken?

ELVIRA
I’ll surprise you with the sides.

MARKO
Thanks.

GUS
Sure.

She walks over to the curbside and joins the line of people 
waiting to give their orders.

MARKO 
(Secretively)

Well, we got her this far.

GUS
We've got a long way to go.

EXT. FOOD TRUCK - DAY37 37

Suddenly, a loud CRACK, CRACK, CRACK. The sounds come from 
the direction of the food truck. Marko and Gus, alarmed, jump 
off their seats and run towards Elvira. Everyone close to the 
truck ducks down and covers their ears. Elvira, the only 
person standing, spots the men and waves them over.

ELVIRA
Damn. It was a car backfiring. I 
thought I was a dead woman!

GUS
We did, too.
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ELVIRA
Do you mean that? Could I have 
been?  A dead woman?

GUS
(avoids the question)

Your name was just called. Let’s 
pick up the food and we’ll talk 
over lunch.

EXT. PICNIC TABLE - DAY38 38

Gus unpacks the food. He carefully lays it out on the picnic 
table. A pile of barbecued chicken, 4 slabs of ribs, 2 large 
tubs of potato salad, 2 tubs of cole slaw, a dozen rolls, and 
a six pack of soda, lots of napkins, plastic silverware and 
paper plates.

ELVIRA
Let's dig in.  I'm starved.
I wonder if Seth ever had a picnic.

GUS
What an odd wondering.  If he did,
he probably served fried cat and 
dog with a side of bird.

Elvira looks at Gus, tilts her head and knits her eyebrows, 
ready to ask...

Their conversation is interrupted by a large wedding party on 
their way to the Rotunda to take pictures. Lots of laughter, 
happy, excited chatter. The party passes by quickly and the 
chatter quiets down.

ELVIRA
My wedding wasn’t a happy one.  
Walking down the aisle, I knew I 
was making a mistake.

GUS
What made you think you were making 
a mistake?

ELVIRA
His outbursts. Angry outbursts. 
Over little things. I should have 
listened to my inner voice. But I 
didn’t.
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GUS
Let’s go over to my hotel room. We 
have a lot to do. And I have a lot 
to tell you.

Elvira stops eating. She leaves much of her food and notices  
two homeless people with shopping carts, resting in the grass 
nearby. She walks over to them, points to her leftover food.  

The man comes over to the table. Without a word he pushes all 
the food into a plastic bag, including food that Marko and 
Gus were still eating.  They both are speechless at the 
brazen act.    

HOMELESS MAN
Thanks. 
(walks away).

GUS
I’m at the Hyatt in the 
Embarcadero. Know where it is?

ELVIRA
Yep.  See you there soon, if we 
don’t run into traffic.

GUS
(shouts)
Room 181  Eighteenth floor.

Gus departs. Elvira and Marko return to the motorcycle.  Each 
puts on driving gear. Marko climbs into the Sidecar.  Elvira 
mounts the bike.  She presses the "driverless" button. The 
motorcycle makes a PURRING SOUND as it starts, and they ZOOM 
off, onto the street. The oncoming traffic stops short for 
Elvira.

EXT. DOWNTOWN STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO - DAY39 39

Elvira turns her head and shouts to Marko. The wind whips her 
hair around and some of it gets caught in her mouth. She 
takes both hands off the wheel to push the hair away. 

ELVIRA
Hey, Marko.  Do you know Lombard 
Street?

MARKO
No. Never been.

ELVIRA
We’ve some time.  Let’s go.  Vi, 
take us to Lombard Street.
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EXT. TOP OF LOMBARD STREET - DAY40 40

They arrive at the top of Lombard Street . A sign says “The 
Crookedest Street in the World. 8 hairpin turns in one long 
block.” Marko is distressed.

MARKO
Are you sure about this?

ELVIRA
You’ll love it, you’ll see. Oh and 
are you sure you can protect me 
from Seth?

MARKO
(laughs)
Not so sure about that right now.

ELVIRA
Here we go. 

Elvira presses the D button. They take off.   She maneuvers 
each hairpin turn like a professional race car driver. EXCEPT 
she's waving her arms, not holding the handlebars.  The 
Sidecar drives itself. When the bike takes a curve and tips 
left Marko is lifted off the ground, then down, then up 
again.

Marko grips the safety bar in front of him. Wide-eyed, he 
takes one hand off the safety bar just long enough to quickly 
cross himself.

They get to the bottom of Lombard. The ride is over. Elvira 
raises her arms in a V above her head.

ELVIRA (CONT’D)
WHA HOOOO. See, Marko, I knew I 
could do it.  Me and Vi, I mean.

Marko leans his head over the side of the Sidecar, pretends 
to throw up.  The Sidecar makes a small, almost 
indiscernible, jerking movement and UGGGGHHHH noise.

ELVIRA (CONT’D)
How 'bout just saying well-done, 
good job.

MARKO
OK, OK.  Bravo.  Now push that 
button and let's get to the hotel.

ELVIRA
Your wish is my command. Let’s go.
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EXT.  ONE BLOCK BEFORE THE HYATT PARKING GARAGE -DAY41 41

On the way to the Hyatt, the skies darken. One block from 
their destination, it begins to rain. First a light rain.   
As Elvira pulls into the parking garage, there’s the CRASH 
and BOOM of thunder and the sky lights up with intermittent 
lightning.

INT PARKING GARAGE, HYATT HOTEL42 42

It’s a self-serve parking garage with one lone attendant. 
Elvira calls him over. She imitates what Seth does when he 
parks his very expensive car in a parking garage.

ELVIRA
There’s $100 in it for you if you 
keep an eye on my baby. Keep it 
safe and the cash is yours.

ATTENDANT
Salutes and smiles.

Marko watches this transaction from the sidelines.

MARKO
Looks like you've done this before.

ELVIRA
Sure have. 
Let's go find out what Gus wants to 
tell me, or us. Do you know what he 
wants?

Marko avoids her question.

INT.  GARAGE ELEVATOR43 43

They step into the garage elevator.

ELVIRA
Eighteen, please.

MARKO
Sure, except I’m going to step off 
at the lobby. Gotta get a gift.  
Meet you upstairs.

Elevator stops at Lobby level.

ELVIRA
See you.
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As elevator ascends, lights flicker, elevator starts to 44 44

shake. Elvira calmly presses several buttons, elevator stops.  
It bounces slightly up and down and finally lands on Sixteen. 
Elvira forces door open and runs two flights up the stairs, 
pounding on the door. Room 181

INT. GUS'S HOTEL ROOM - DAY

GUS
Elvira, you’re out of breath.  What 
happened?

ELVIRA
The elevator.  Had to run up two 
flights. Marko here yet?

GUS
Called.  Said he had to get 
somewhere in a hurry and he’d catch 
up later.

ELVIRA
I don't know if we're playing cops 
and robbers or cat and mouse or 
whatever.  Tell me what's going on.

GUS
Sure thing.  So here's the heart of 
the matter.  Do you want to help us 
stop Seth from taking over the 
Earth's weather and food supplies?

ELVIRA
How Gus?  Of course I want to.  But 
how?  How can I stop him?

Before Gus can answer her, there's 
a loud KNOCK.  He looks through the 
peephole

GUS
Who's there?

GUNSHOT

Gus is shot through the door. Drops to the floor.  Elvira 
can't move or speak.  She is frozen with fear.  Gus recovers 
and sits up.

GUS
I'm OK.  Wearing a vest.  Just 
knocked my breath out. 

(MORE)
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I know you're scared, but I need 
for you to pull yourself together 
and get out of here.  

Grab that folder. It's got 
instructions for you.  Leave now. 
And be careful.

ELVIRA
Gus, why?  Who?  What's happening?

Gus motions her to leave. Elvira snatches the folder, leaves 
and runs into the stairwell.

INT.  HOTEL STAIRWELL - DAY

Slouching down, she scans the file.   For a moment she shakes 
in fear, clutches her pendant, then recovers and runs down 
the stairs to Floor Sixteen, takes elevator. 

INT. GARAGE - DAY

Reaches garage, pays the parking guy, puts on her helmet, 
mounts the bike and zooms off.  

The streets are wet from heavy rains but the bike's 
performance is not affected.  It navigates in and around the 
traffic and up and down the steep San Francisco streets.  

EXT. STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO - DAY47 47

When she is far enough from the hotel, she parks and reads 
the instructions. 

ELVIRA
(reads aloud)  
"Follow the X's. First stop, 
Roamers Camp.   If anything happens 
to me, keep going.

Be very, very careful.  Seth's got 
eyes on you.  But so do we.  Gus”

Hands shaking, Elvira looks at the map of California.  There 
are X's, starting in Tiburon, then Sausalito, San Francisco,  
down Highway 101 to Boulder Creek Big Basin State Park, then 
to Southern California to the Mojave Desert, which has the 
biggest X with the word “End.”  

GUS (CONT'D)
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ELVIRA (CONT'D)
OK, Vi. Map says Big Basin is my 
next stop.  Take me to the Roamers 
camp. Big Basin.

She rides down Highway 101 S to serpentine Highway 236, which 
takes her into the ancient, dark, Redwood forest. The 
darkness creates an ominous sense of danger, yet as Elvira 
rides deeper, the forest canopy offers her a protective 
covering.  

EXT. THE ROAMERS CAMP IN BIG BASIN STATE PARK - DAY48 48

The camp bustles with people going about their daily tasks.  
A  colorful circus-size open air tent serves as a community 
space where people socialize, eat, play. Women wear dresses 
with full skirts, head scarves and lots of jewelry. Reds and 
yellows predominate.  Men wear baggy pants, boots and large 
belts.  

Men play cards and chess. Several women cook around a large 
campfire.   Children roughhouse.  A couple make love in their 
RV. Life in a Roamers camp, deep in the woods, hidden from 
outsiders.

A crowd of cheering men, women and children gather around two 
men who are boxing barehanded and bare chested in a fight 
arena.  LUCA, 24, is clearly winning.  He is physically fit, 
dark-skinned, mysterious deep set blue eyes, long- haired, 
wearing a scarf around his head.  With one last punch, he 
knocks ZINDELO out cold.  Although Zindelo is physically 
bigger and stronger in appearance, he is no match for Luca's 
skill.

Just as the crowd declares him the winner, Luca sees Elvira 
riding slowly into camp.  He puts up his hand to stop her 
from coming any closer.

LUCA
(shouts menacingly)  
Go away, lady.  You don't belong 
here.

ELVIRA 
(shouts back)

Dukker told me to come. 

LUCA
No way.  I said go away.  Leave.

Elvira is riveted to her seat, dumbfounded.  What to do?  
Stay or leave.  After a couple of minutes, she turns the bike 
around to leave.
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LUCA (CONT'D)
Wait.  

ELVIRA
I'm going.  I don't want to be 
where I'm not treated right.

Marko materializes as if from nowhere. 

MARKO
Sorry, Luca.  I should've told you 
she was coming.

Luca backs away, bows, arm extended, palm up, to Marko, as if 
bowing to the king.  

LUCA
Brother, I don't get it. Allow her 
to enter our camp? 

MARKO
Dukker says we must.  So we must.  
He has his reasons.  Let's wait for 
him.

Elvira listens intently to the conversation between the 
brothers.  She turns the bike back around which signals she 
will stay.

LUCA
Our father is the head of our clan, 
so I will follow his orders, but 
it's against all we stand for to 
have a non-Roamer, especially a 
woman, enter our camp.

A menacing crowd forms a circle around Elvira.

LUCA (CONT'D)
Follow me, quickly.   You'll stay 
in a separate tent 'till we hear 
from Dukker.  We need to know what 
to do with you.

(gives orders to 2 men nearby) 
Go, put up the outsider's tent.  
Make it far from the camp. 

EXT./INT. ELVIRA'S TENT - DAY

Elvira follows obediently behind Luca. Luca leads her into 
the tent. Elvira reaches for her pendant.
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More information?  About?

GUS
Seth.  You.  His plan.

ELVIRA
Me?

GUS
Yes, you.  We knew you'd be 
motivated to stop him.  

Elvira takes a moment.  Removes the pendant from her 
necklace.  Only the whistle remains.

ELVIRA
(stands and assumes boxing pose)
I'm ready.  Let's find the devil's 
lover and render him impotent.

GUS
Wow.  Where'd that poetry come 
from?

ELVIRA
Dunno. But I mean it.  We will stop 
him.  I will stop him.

DUKKER
(holds an aerial view of a bunker 
in the Mohave)
We know he's in there. We have to 
lure him out.

Elvira transforms into the persona of Seth's wife.  She is 
meek, nervous, vulnerable. Marko and Luca register surprise, 
shock. 

ELVIRA
(Laughing)
Guess who's the bait. 

Elvira whistles for her motorcycle as if to command a dog to 
come.  Elvira's sidecar motorcycle, driverless, appears.

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
Can you get us a helicopter, big 
enough to carry me and Vi?

GUS
Yeah, but...
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ELVIRA
No buts.  I have to go alone. And 
hurry, please.  The clock is 
ticking.

SUPER:  Deadline:  Only two hours left.

EXT. MOJAVE DESERT NEAR BUNKER - DAY

The heliocopter flies over the location of the bunker. In the 
guise of the "old" Elvira, she calls Seth.  Seth sees his 
servile wife on his cellphone screen.   

ELVIRA
I've been empty without you.  The 
depression is getting worse.  I 
need you.

SETH
You should have thought about that 
before you went off with your 
motorcycle boyfriend.

ELVIRA
(sobbing)
You're right.  You're right.  
Please, please forgive me.  

She hangs up.  Sheds the "old" and morphs back to the "new".  
The heliocopter flies over the bunker and lands near a lush 
oasis watered by a deep pool.   Elvira deplanes and rides Vi 
over to the oasis.

INT. BUNKER IN MOJAVE DESERT - DAY (ARTIFICIAL LIGHT)

The bunker is outfitted with all the comforts of a luxurious 
hotel apartment.  A glass wall separates the foyer from the 
control room. A large countdown clock shows two hours remain.

Seth and Siren Woman watch the large screen computer and wait 
for an answer to Seth's demands for a seat at the United 
Nations.  The surrounding walls have images of hundreds of 
drones hovering over deserts and cities. A huge drone control 
console dominates the room.

Elvira phones Seth again.

ELVIRA
(feigns timid, vulnerable)
Please come out.  I've missed you.  
I know we can get back to the way 
we were. 
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SETH
(muffles his voice; speaks off 
camera to Siren Woman)  It's the 
fucking mouse.  Here with her 
motorcycle-riding boyfriend.  Wants 
me to meet him.

SETH (CONT'D)
How did you find me?

ELVIRA
Wasn't all that hard.  Come out and 
I'll tell you.  

SETH
The mouse wants me to come get her.  
I'll get her.  And squish her.

SIREN WOMAN
She's no mouse, you idiot.  Take a 
look.

A screen on the wall reveals Elvira at the oasis.  Seth does 
a double-take.  He shakes his head in disbelief. 

SETH
That's not Elvira.

SIREN WOMAN
Not the woman you married and 
abused all those years?  For sure, 
not. I'd be careful if I were you.

SETH
Be careful?  You've got to be 
kidding.

SIREN WOMAN
OK, don't say I didn't warn you.

EXT. OASIS - DAY

Elvira grins as she spots Seth.  Seth approaches her with his 
usual pompous attitude.  

SETH
Come here, woman.  You are more 
gorgeous than the day I married 
you.

ELVIRA
No, you come here.
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Elvira captures Seth with her retractable rope and pulls him 
towards her.  Ties his hands.  Seth is paralyzed by her bold 
move.

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
Now, what were you saying?

Seth is speechless.  Elvira pushes him into her Sidecar.

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
We have some loose ends to tie up, 
you and I.  Get me into the bunker, 
now.

SETH
Pocket.  Door opener's there.

He looks towards where the exterior camera is hidden.   
Brings his tied hands up to his eyes to signal Siren Woman.

INT. BUNKER - DAY (ARTIFICIAL LIGHT)

Elvira leaves Seth in the Sidecar. Enters the tunnel to the 
bunker's interior.  Stern Woman greets her.

STERN WOMAN 
So we meet again, Elvira.  No bombs 
this time.  

ELVIRA
How?

STERN WOMAN
Gus.

ELVIRA
Seth doesn't trust anyone.  Why 
you?

STERN WOMAN
His one weakness.

ELVIRA
He lives to dominate.  He's driven 
to dominate, to control... 
corporations, countries, women.

STERN WOMAN
Or be dominated.

ELVIRA
I don't understand.  Be dominated?
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STERN WOMAN
All in good time. You'll 
understand.

ELVIRA
Time's almost up. United Nations 
won't give him what he wants.  I 
need to destroy the drones.  Get me 
in there.

Stern Woman leads the way to the control room. Elvira enters. 
Stern Woman SLAMS the vault-like door and locks Elvira in. An 
oversized wall clock shows the time:  1:45. 15 minutes left.  
She keeps her cool.

Stern Woman morphs back into Siren Woman and leaves the 
bunker to free Seth. 

EXT. DESERT OASIS - DAY

Siren Woman frees the tied-up Seth. He climbs out of the 
Sidecar. Pulls out his gun. 

SETH
I'm going to kill her.  

The bike shudders.  Seth and Siren Woman don't notice.

SIREN WOMAN
Let's get back to the bunker.  The 
drones start dropping storms in 15 
minutes.  

SETH
Those fools.  Should have believed 
I'd do it.

INT. BUNKER COMMAND ROOM - DAY (ARTIFICIAL LIGHT)

Elvira tries to figure out how to shut down the drone attack 
mode.  She pushes buttons and flips switches randomly. The 
countdown clock keeps ticking.  

ELVIRA
(talking to herself)
Think.  Got to shut this monster 
down before the devil wins.    

Elvira stops pushing random buttons and switches. Sits, and 
for a moment, closes her eyes, breathes deep.   
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ELVIRA (CONT'D)
This is madness.  I feel like I'm 
in some kind of B-rated movie. 

(laughs at herself)
The earth's about to drown from 
your crazy husband's drones and 
you're cracking a joke.

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
 I'll figure out how to shut this 
contraption off.  Off.  Off. Off.  
Of course.  On.  Off!

The countdown clock shows two minutes left.

Elvira looks on the walls for a fuse box.  Finds it and 
switches off the electrical source.  Everything shuts down.  
The bunker goes dark. Thirty seconds left on the clock. The 
clock stops.  The  vault-like door opens.

EXT. OASIS - DAY

The empty Sidecar Motorcycle stands, waiting at the Oasis. 
The engine starts, without a driver.  

A sandstorm whips up.  Swirling sand.

Elvira finds her way out of the bunker.  Visibility is so 
limited she doesn't see her Sidecar Motorcycle coming towards 
her.  The Motorcycle is unaffected by the sand and stops 
directly in front of Elvira.

ELVIRA
Wow.  Thanks, Vi.  Glad to see you. 

Elvira drives over to the oasis and into a cave, sheltered 
from the sandstorm.  Just as she settles in, a shadowy figure 
lurks.

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
Who's there?  Show yourself. 

Stern Woman comes out of the shadows. She appears shaken, not 
her usual contained self. 

STERN WOMAN
I got away from him. He's gone 
berserk.
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ELVIRA
I know what that looks like and 
it's not pretty.  He's dangerous. 
Quick.  Get in here.

Elvira feels for the stun gun hidden under her jacket.

STERN WOMAN
Gus didn't warn me. He just told me 
to get close to Seth, so I did.

ELVIRA
How'dja do that?  Get close to 
Seth?

STERN WOMAN
Seduced him.  Played dominatrix.  
It was easy. 

Stern Woman shakes out her hair, her face and body posture 
changes from plain to stunning, Stern Woman to Siren.  Elvira 
watches the transformation, mesmerized. 

ELVIRA
Why?  Who sent you?  Who do you 
work for?

SIREN WOMAN
Gus, of course.  I work with Gus.  
You know that.

ELVIRA
Don't think so.  Must'a been vice 
versa.  Seth sent you to get close 
to Gus.

SIREN WOMAN
(Laughs)
Seth didn't send me.  The fool 
thought you had run away with 
another man.  But I knew.

ELVIRA
You knew?  What did you know?

SIREN WOMAN
That you were the only thing 
standing between me and Seth's 
money. 

Siren Woman attacks Elvira, pulls her hair, scratches her 
face, pushes her face down onto the ground and holds her 
down, on top of her. 
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ELVIRA
(screams)
It was you.  It was you who sent 
all those thugs after me. Bitch!  

FLASHBACK - ELVIRA'S BEDROOM - DAY

Elvira's head hits the bedpost.  Seth turns her on her 
stomach, pulls down her jeans, unzips his pants and rapes his 
wife.  She stares up at the ceiling, motionless.

Seth turns Elvira on her back and grips her blood-soaked 
face.

END FLASHBACK

Elvira feigns defeat.

ELVIRA
Please, I don't know what you want.  
Please leave me alone.  Why do you 
want to hurt me?

SIREN WOMAN
Simple.  I want you gone.  I want 
all his money.  All his power.  
You're in the way.

Siren Woman releases Elvira and points a gun at her. 

SIREN WOMAN (CONT'D)
You're a dead woman.  But before I 
shoot you, let's take a ride in 
that motorcycle of yours.  

Siren Woman arrogantly strides over to the Sidecar and seats 
herself on the bike. Waves the gun at Elvira and points to 
the Sidecar, directs Elvira to get in.  Elvira pretends to be 
too hurt to move. 

SIREN WOMAN (CONT'D)
I'm in control.  Always. He's a 
fool.  And my meal ticket.

The bike acts up like a bucking bronco, tossing Siren Woman 
off the seat and onto the ground.  Then the bike moves 
towards her, to run her over.  She runs out of the cave and 
into the sandstorm.
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SIREN WOMAN (CONT'D)
(screaming into the wind) It's 
possessed.  That damn thing has the 
devil in it.

The wind and sand drive Siren Woman down into a sand dune, 
she struggles to gain ground. She flairs, chokes, drowns in 
the sand.

Elvira mounts her bike and heads for the bunker.  A drone 
attempts to bomb-dive her.  She avoids the chasing drone by 
zigzagging her motorcycle to the bunker's door.   

INT. BUNKER - DAY (ARTIFICIAL LIGHT)

Seth follows Elvira on his computer screen and is pissed off 
by the drone's inability to hit her.  He opens the bunker 
door and Elvira enters on her bike.  The bunker door SLAMS 
shut.

Seth traps Elvira in the foyer. Presses a lever.  Water 
begins to fill the space.   The motorcycle is impervious to 
water and the space around the bike remains dry.  

Seth is furious.  Shoots at the glass wall in an attempt to 
shoot Elvira.  Instead, the bullets create holes in the wall 
and water rushes through the holes.  The drone command center 
fills with water. Seth is trapped.  He struggles, grasps for 
air, pounds on the glass wall, he pleads with Elvira.   He 
drowns.

Elvira calls Gus.  

ELVIRA
Gus.  He's dead.  So is she. Both 
drowned.  One in water, one in 
sand.
Here's what I need you to do.

Bomb squad blasts the bunker door.  Elvira rides out of the 
bunker.  Gus waits for her.

Gus gets in the Sidecar.  Elvira and Gus ride off into the 
desert.  Like the top of a volcano erupting, an EXPLOSION, 
huge pieces of cement fly into the air, the bunker gone. 

Elvira, with Gus in tow, drives Vi towards the horizon. 

In the distance, a long row of figures stand, applauding, 
whistling, beating drums, singing.  
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As Elvira drives closer, at the crest of a sand dune she sees 
everyone who participated in her adventure: Joan, Marko, 
Dukker, Esmeralda, Luca, Vadoma, Gloria and Mick.  

Elvira stops, dismounts, takes off her helmet, shakes out her 
gorgeous red hair, reaches over to give Gus a shoulder hug, 
smiles, eyes gleaming, gives herself a bear hug, pats the 
bike.

ELVIRA (CONT'D)
Good job, Vi, good job.          

FADE OUT.

POST CREDITS

EXT. ROAMERS CAMP -  BONFIRE - NIGHT

A joyous scene.  Roamers dressed in their most colorful.  A 
Roamer wedding.   Their backs to a roaring bonfire, Dukker 
and Vadoma officiate the wedding. The wedding couple stand in 
front of Dukker and Vadoma.  Esmeralda, Luca and Mick stand 
to the side as witnesses. 

DUKKER
Do you love this woman with all 
your heart and soul?

MAN
With all my heart and soul.

VADOMA
Do you love this man with all your 
heart and soul?

WOMAN 
With all my heart and soul.

DUKKER AND VADOMA
(in unison)
May your home be filled with love 
and laughter always.

The wedding couple, Gloria and Marko, turn to face the 
wedding guests.

Mick and Esmeralda embrace and follow Gloria and Marko into a 
slow, romantic wedding dance.
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Nearby, Elvira and her sidecar motorcycle witness the 
wedding.  Gus stands close to Elvira.  He has his own sidecar 
motorcycle.  Elvira and Gus give each other a tender smile. 
The shadows cast by the dancing fire add a touch of beauty 
and mystery.

The sidecar motorcycles turn and face each other. Each bike 
with a headlight on either side of the handlebars, appear to 
smile at each other.  

The wedding couple toast each other.  Then they set the wine 
glasses on the ground.  They STOMP ON and BREAK the glasses.

ALL
MAZEL TOV!!

The wedding scene explodes into wild dancing accompanied by 
exotic music. 

THE REAL END
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